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Cheating: How Many Students Do?
By CYNTHIA CARNEY
"In my basic studies lasse>,
I did cheat quite regularly with
no pangs of conscience whatever "j A senior male.
••I think that a cheater
who has gotten good grades
through deception Is bound to
have everything fall out from
under him when he Is In a
position In which he can't
cheat'': A sophomore male.
"Cheating during tests is
very difficult to prove. I
often have very crowded

classrooms and wandering of
eyes occur. It could be Innocent-could be guilty": A
female professor.
These views of cheating
surfaced in a recent quest ion aire to Madison College students and professors concerning cheating and the honor
system.
Although results show that
most students believe a professor should report students
in cases of blatant cheating,
such as copying answers from

another student from a test or
stealing an exam prior to a
test, most will not take the
responsibility to report a
cheating incident.
Approximately 70 per cent
of the males surveyed said under no circumstances will they
turn in any student for
cheating.
Seventy per cent of the
females said they will report
a student they do not know,
yet one half of these same
students would not report e

friend whom they knew had
r heated.
The questionaire also reveals tnat approximately one
third of those surveyed had
cheated since coming to Madison College. This percentage
Is low compared with 1964
national statistics which estimate that over one half of
college students cheat.
Faculty questlonaires disclosed
negative attitudes
toward cheating.
One hundred per cent of the

professors surveyed indicated
that they will turn In a student In cases of copying
answers from another student
during a test or stealing an
exam prior to the test date.
However, approximately one
fourth of these professors said
they will not report a student
In cases of plagiarism or
cheating in a basic studies
required course.
Dr. Raymond Dlngledlne,
(Continued on Page 7)
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Octoberfest Extravaganza Set
4000 Expected Here
.For Homecoming '74
It had been known as May
Day since 1907 when Madison
first established as a small
women's college.
In past years, the May
queen reigned with her court
of maids, attendant and pages
and participated in a program
of polkas and formal dances.
Students would decorate the
campus for the day-long festivities and for the benefit of
visitors.
In 1970 and 1971 the festivities were held in the
autumn and called the Fall
Festival.
-This year, to ease the
growing pains of a rapidly
expanding school, Madison
offers its second annual
Homecoming weekend.
The fall homecoming,
prompted by an alumni interest in sports, seeks to combine both the Parent's Day
and the Alumni Weekend in
one activity-packed weekend.
According to the "Madlsonlan," the alumni magazine,
attendance is expected to exceed 4,000.
In contrast to the May
Pole dances and the beauty
contests characteristic of the
early May Day festivities,
Homecoming 1974 features two
main athletic events, a homecoming parade, a "Madlsonlan" concert, a college
presentation of "King Lear,'
a rock concert and the crowning of Ms.' Madison.
Selected last spring, a theme
was chosen for this year's
Homecoming
festivities"Octoberfest.-'
The theme
was chosen to depict the atmosphere that the Homecoming Committee wanted to
create for tin weekend.

The Homecoming Committee
is composed of members of
both the Campus Program
Board and the Student Alumni
Committee.
The Campus
Program Board Is responsible
for speakers, concert and
movies offered to the college
throughout the school year.
This Board, along with the
Student Alumni Committee,
which serves as a liason between students and alumni,
have pooled talents and Ideas
to
present
the
varied
activities for the Homecoming
weekend.
The weekend opens on
Friday with registration for
parents in Godwin Hall from
8 a.m.-4 p.m. and alumni registration from noon-5 p.m.
In the Warren Campus Center.
Classes are open for both parents and alumni to visit.
The Alumni Banquet, featuring the presentation of the
Alumni Distinguished Service
Award, will be held at 6 p.m.
In the Ballroom of the Warren Campus Center.
The
award is presented to an alumnus who has made outstanding contributions to the
college.
Friday night activities
Include a concert by the " Madisonians," the college's 40member
variety
singing
group. Tommy Newsom,known
for nis stand-in directing for
Doc Severinson on Johnny'
Carson's ionigiu Show , will
b»
performing with the
Midlsonians.
The concert,
beginning at 7:30 p.m. in
Wilson Hall, will be free to
students with I.D. Following the concert will be a
reception for the Young Alum(Continued on Page 4)

THE EARL OF Kent (John Sutton in his first appearance on the stage at
Madison) argues with King Lear (Sydney Hibbert, Internationally acclaimed actor) over his order to banish his youngest daughter, Cordelia.

*Kin» Lear':

An Effort Worthwhile
By DR. RALPH ALAN COHEN
More than any other of Shakespeare's
plays, "King Lear,' a study of the relationship between aging parents and their children
which looks deeper Into the heart of darkness than any of his tragedies, seems an
impossible undertaking for college players.
But the Madison College production which

Faculty Review
opened Friday night in Latlro ar-Shaeffer,
though not altogether successful, Is excellent
in many respects and proof that the effort
Is worth making. Since Shakespeare's audience ranged from
the poorest illiterate to the most educated
aristocrat, his works are designed to please
the philistlne as well as the philosopher. Like

most of his plays, then, "King Lear" not only
explores the meaning of llfe,but It also tells a
damn good story. Thomas H.Arthur's direction and Sydney Hlbbert's powerful acting
contribute to a production that does well by
the telling and thought in Shakespeare's work
but takes too little care of its story.
This production of "King Lear" looks beneath the particulars of time and place in the
play to the essence of its meaning. It hears
Lear's "Howl! Howll Howl!" speak not only
for Shakespeare's age but for modern man as
well, and It becomes the prim 9val howl of mm
alienated from Ills uitverse. Allen Lyndrup's
Stonehenge amphitheatre makes the setting of
'the play a timeless, Jungian arena, where
Lear and his fellow sufferers are tied to the
(Continued on Page 8)
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■ On The Lighter Side"

Stonewall II:
The 'Gate' Breaks
i

___ By GREGORY BYRNE
The FBI headquarters In Washington, D.C.
A group of six ulcerated, executive types sit
around a large, round table discussing the
latest national security Issue.
"Goddammit, Bob, this time they've gone too
far!"
"Who?"
"Who? Why this eastern-liberal complex of
pacifists, abortionists, and acupuncturists, that's
who."
•'What do you mean?'
"I mean this article here, (hands around Xerox
copies of a newscllpplng.) It's from a small,
co-educatlonal college In the Shennandoah Valley
of Virginia. "Read It."
"Good Lord! The administration of this college
says that Watergate la to blame for the recent
Increase In theft and vandalism on campus. The
president of the college even goes so far as to
say that Vietnam had an effect on the situation
down there. What's it all mean?"
"Hell If I know. We ran It through analysis,
figuring It was some kind of coded Instructions
from Moscow, but the results Indicate that It
follows no known ceding matrix.'
"Maybe It's from outer space."
"We thought of that too. We followed it up through
our intergalactlc Department, but nothing turned
up. Nothing but dead ends."
*
"It can't be serious, can it?"
"Are you kidding? These are educated men speaking, you know. They wouldn't get caught saying
something silly like that. '
"Naw, lrs obviously some kind of secret code or
something. At least I hope so."
"Anyway, what matters now is keeping this out of
the hands of Jaworskl and Sirica."
"I don't get it"
"Could you imagine the hubub if the ex-special
prosecutor or the people prosecuting the case now
got their hands on this? They'd have a whole new
plan of attack on the Watergate case. Imagine It.
If these people are serious about Watergate and
vandalism at some small college h> Virginia... *
"I thought you said they weren't."
"Just In case they are. If the courts get wind of
it, Just think what a stink they'd make. We've
got to censor this kind of outlandish comment before things get out of hand."
"You're talking cover-up."
"Of course I am. It's an American way of life."
"What do you have in mind?"
"What else? Stonewall 'em.'

V ,>

Showalter or Bust
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You'll Love Yourself in Fur
By LISA RKHELLE
in a year of recession,
when the luxuries of life seem
distant and somewhat extravagant, it is comforting to
know that the American Fur
Industry Is doing so well.
Recently, I ran across one of
their enchanting advertisements which made it all clear
to me.
It went like this:
You've probably been told that
to own a fur Is to be pampered and self-indulgent. And
so stoic little you have
resisted. But your time has
come. Because If you're
seeking lots of attention in this
world, you have to love yourself first. And show it. And
what better way than In fur.
In silky mink or heavenly fox
or knockout muskrat or downto-earth rabbit. Come on,
you've been a good girl too
long. Unpampered, unspoiled.
And perhaps even unnoticed.
You'll love yourself In fur.
At the bottom of this encouraging piece of appealing
llloglc, the A.F.L claims that
their furs do not include those
animals that belong to the
"endangered species." I wonder if the Gray Fox, Spotted
Rabbit and Jersey Muskrat of
the world find this -deceptive
title reassuring. The American Fur Industry is one of

seen leaving the campus on
the Big Hunters of the world.
any Saturday-polished rifle, a
They, and others like them,
little Gallo wine and a brave
have succeeded in turning the
pioneering spirit In band. It
killing of wild animals for fur
is at these noble huntsmen that
Into a profitable enterprise.
I would direct a quote from
This alone is commendable in
George Bernard Shaw's essay,
an age of such economic In"Killing For Sport." The
security.
The adornment of one's
hunter ls-body with the eklns of dead "... the man without fellowanimals Is a time-honored
feelings, the man so primitive
custom that has run the gamut and uncritical In his tastes
of synthetic popularity. Once that the destruction of life Is
a necessity of life, It is now an amusement to him, the man
a luxury enjoyed by the rich whose outlook Is as narrow
and not so rich. We are out- as that of his dog."
raged at "Life's" timeless
Not all the blame can be
photographs of the clubbed dumped Into the laps of the
baby seals in Alaska, but do Big and Little Hunters of the
we find as much discomfort world. Inevltalbe, It Is the
In the fate of our own grizzly public that supports the bullets of the 30.06. The Big
bear being driven to extinction by the "sportsmen' of Hunters are encouraged by our
Wyoming and Montana? These business, the Little Hunters
nature lovers help to fill the find sufficient initiative in our
ranks of the Little Hunters praise, and the killing continof the world. The Interior ues.
Department
reports that
"fewer than a thousand
grizzlies are left, down from
more than a million a century
ago." Few of us would wear
OT eat Bear, which means it
is only the thrill of killing
which attracts these Little
Hunters.
Sadly, MadlsonCollege has
its own share of these Heroes
of Conservation. They can bo
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To the Editor:
Due to my weekend Job
in my hometown, it is Imperative that I have a car at school
with me during the week. At
the beginning of the semester
I applied for a campus parking permit and was told the
results would oome through
in about two or three weeks,
after which time I would be
Informed of the outcome. A
month after school had been
In session, and twenty dollars
' worth of tickets Tad been paid

Madison (not to mention the
lnconvlence
that finding a
parking space off campus had
caused me), I went to the
Security Office to inquire
whatever became of my request. To my astonishment
and dismay the secretary
there politely Informed me
that there are no more parking spaces available for ANYONE ANYWHERE on campus,
and that parking my car was
my problem which the school
was unconcerned with. Could
the reason that I haven't been
.,«***"

able to acquire a parking space
on campus be, perhaps, because the total amount of
parking fines accumulated
over a whole year by those
who must have a car at school
will Inevitably exceed the sixteen dollar fee required for
registered vehicles per year?
Are there not plenty of
parking spaces In X Perking Lot, and If not, why Is
it empty a majority of the
time?
Why are the fines
Continued on Page 7
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"Fantastic ks ' Remembers
By GREGORY BYRNE
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Dorm Rules Upheld
To the Editor:
In response to Miss Rlshelle's
editorial in The
BREEZE, Oct. 15, I can only
ask how old are you?
While her opening definition of a rule Is correct, I
feel I must add that rules
are made by and for the common good of the group.
Head Residents and their
staffs are not law enforcement
officers, nor do they get their
kicks by pushing people around
and asserting their authority,
. as Miss Rishelle has Implied.
Instead they are here to help
the students in as many ways
as possible.
To take the arguments case
by case I feel that Miss Rishelle is wrong on all points.
Case of Polly Polluted.
One, it is a State Law that
alcoholic beverages may not
be consumed In hallways. Also
did Polly ever stop and consider the other people on the
ball who had no wish to Join
her party even when she
brought It into her hall? Yes,
Polly has the right to buy
and drink beer in her room,
but she does not have the right
to disturb others on the hall.
Case of one female escort
per male guest rule. There
Is no such rule. Obviously
Miss Rishelle has not bothered
to inquire before she de-

"

nounced the rule.
If the young lady with the
quadrophonic system also had
checked the rules concerning
male guests and the reasons
(yes, there are reasons for the
rules) would have gladly been
explained to her.
As for the bike rider I
can only sax why does she
feel that her bike has such
high priority for storage
space? Also, why blame the
residence staff for something
they have no control over and
may be working hard to correct.
Miss Rishelle, I aon-i
know how old you are , but
you give every appearance of
a five year old stomping her
foot because she did not get
her own way. In conclusion
I would like to say that I
am not a staff member, and
I have only been on this campus for three years. It has
been my experience that the
Residence Hall has always
been friendly, helpful and concerned. I suggest that Miss
Rishelle get to know her dorm
staff, she might like them.
Sincerely yours,
Diane Falklnburg
Box 646
Glfford Hall
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"Try to remember the kind of September
when you were a tender and callow fellow.
Try to remember, and If you remember, then
follow." These words from narrator and
vllllan El Gallo set the tone for the action
of "The Fantastlcks," Blackfrlar Theatres
latest production. The themes of September
and love provide the framework for this
most popular of American theatrical productions.
The story Is simplicity Itself. Authors
Tom Jones and Harvey Schmidt have fashioned a tale of the love between a boy and
girl and of both the glory and the pain
Involved in falling in love. The yougsters'
fathers have built a huge wall between their
adjacent lots, supposedly to keep the young
lovers separated. In reality, It Is a clever
ploy on the adults part, who hope mat their
children will fall in love and marry. Matt
and Lulsa, believing that their fathers disapprove, become closer than ever.
To cement the relationship even further,
the fathers hire the dashing El Gallo to
attempt a rape on the girl Lulsa. Matt,
with full gusto and flourish, defends his
lady fair and sends the scoundrels packing
in no time. Act one concludes on an apparently happy note, but with El Gallo's

sssftfi*-** "*?»

seid m remkia
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• The 8econ<l act deals with the «-—-~of the love bond. The fathers revea? W
plot to the young lovers, with the result
that Matt leaves to "see the world." While
Matt Is offstage undergoing serious hardships and tortures at the hand of the cruel
world, Lulsa falls for El Gallo. El Gallo
deceives Lulsa In order to teach her a
lesson about the reality of the world. When
Matt returns home broken and bleeding both
physically and spiritually, Lulsa discovers
the deception and weeps. The two lovers
reunited, find a new source of strength for
their love. They have truly outgrown their
adolescence at play's end.
The Blackfrlar production was good, If
somewhat uneven In the acting ability of the
leading players. Madison sophomore Walter
Dickey was outstanding as the young Matt.
As the starry-eyed lover he proved very
convincing and showed considerable restraint
in a role easily overacted. He provided a

highlight of the evening with his perfect
interpretation of "Metaphor," the ultimate
song In praise of a love object's beauty.
The older and wiser Matt of Act two was
equally well-played, again with a certain understatement on the part of Dickey.
His co-star, Charla Herman, was less
Impressive as Lulsa. Her voice was thin
and lifeless In the lower registers, achieving good tone and projection only In her
upper range. Her actions were somewhat
mechanical and she seemed generally ill
at ease with her performance.
Robert Rabb's El Gallo was both wellacted and sung. He provided his narration
without the self-consciousness sometimes
attached to audience-directed remarks. One
flaw In his performance was his remdltion
of "Try TO Remember," which came off
as too understated and unenthusiastic. Some
of the best moments were provided by the
musical Interaction between Robb and Dickey, especially on "I Can See It.'
The production featured some fine acting
in supporting roles. Sam McKeeasHucklebee and Gary Flavin as Bellamy (the youngsters fathers) were both good, especially
the cocky, bantam-like reading of Hucklebee.
Director Edward Kenestrick was fine and
very funny as Henry, the ancient Shakesperlan actor, and Blackfrlar manager James
Klecha, as Mortimer the Cockney Indian,
proved himself capable of a very good exaggerated death scene.
v
Of course, when speaking of "The Fantastlcks," one must speak of music. The
musical numbers form the nucleus of the
plot, and It is largely through the songs
that the characters reveal their true natures.
"Try To Remember' and its reprise at the
finale are thematic bookends that frame the
action in-between. Particularly Impressive
In this production were the treatments of
the uproarious comedlc piece "It Depends
On What You Pay," the misty, beautiful
"Soon It's Goona Rain," and the MattLulsa duet on "They Were You."
Contributing to the quality of the production was the musical accompaniment provided, at this performance, by only two
members of the band, Kit Watklns on piano
and Mike Beck on percussion. Becks soft
drum work and good use of cymbals nicely
complimented Watkln's piano styles.

Vicatiei Now!

Should Campus Security Be Armed?

ravel counsellors, inc.
AUTHORIZED AGENT FOR ALL MAJOR AIRLINES,
STEAMSHIP LINES, TRAIN AND TOUR COMPANIES
Call us for All Your Travel Needs
1774 S. Main St. H'burg
^■mimimiiiiiiuiMiiiiuiiiiiHHimiiiyiyiiiiiMiiiiiiitiiMitiyiw

434-1796

To the Editor:
While no one disputes the
necessity of a campus security force, It is time to question the validity of an armed security force.

It Is frightening to think
that the sole purpose of a
gun is to kill. It Is even
more frightening to think
that there are fallible, albeit trained, men on our campus carrying these selfsame
guns. Human beings are cre-

atures who act on emotion.
They do not function on the
cold logic of a computer.
Men's actions are sometimes
irrational, and a gun In the
hands of such a man Is a
dangerous situation.
The
Incidents in Watts In '68
and Kent State in *71 are
prime examples of what can
happen. We do not mean to
say that we at Madison arc
In a potential Kent State situation, but merely try to
point out what can happen when
loaded guns are In the hands
of emotional creatures.
_ Some time ago at a ma- •
Continued on Page 12

If You Need
HELP
or just someone
to listen, coll
Listening Ear
434-2538
6 pm - 12 pm
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* Octoberfest Extravaganza
(Continued from Page 1)

nl Challengers In the Ballroom
of the Warren Campus Center.
Both Friday and Saturday
nights is the presentation of
"King Lear" by the Stratford
Players of Madison College.
The production, featuring a
nationally acclaimed artist In
the title role of Lear, will be
held In Latlnier-Sheaffer Auditorium of the Duke Fine Arts
Center at 8 p.m.
The production is based
on a modern adaptation of
"King Lear" created by Robert Benedetti of the California
Institute of Technology. Sydney Hlbbert, currently head of
the theatre program on the
New Brunswick campus of
Rutgers University, Is the
colleges guest performer,
playing the title role of Lear.
Hlbbert, who Is a graduate
of the Royal Academy of Dra-

matic Arts of London and the
winner of two Best-Actor-atFestival awards In England,
has provided a challenging
Impetus for the student performers throughout the semester's rehearsal period.
Friday night also offers
a dance at the Harrisonburg
Auto Auction (next to Holiday
Inn) featuring "The Eye,"
a band from the Washington
D.C. area. The dance, open
to both students and alumni,
Is casual and Is $3 per couple,
$1.75 per person. Set-ups will
be available for the"BYOB"
dance and It will be held from
9 p.m.-l a.m. Transportation
will be provided at 30 minute intervals by a shuttle bus
leaving behind Gibbons Dining
Hall.
Saturday morning Ronald
Carrier, president of Madison
College, will address parents
In Wilson Hall at 9:30 a.m.
Other
morning activities

Homecoming Events
FRIDAY, OCT

25

8 a.m.-4 p.m.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.

Parents Registration
Classroom Visitation

Noon-5 p.m.
6 p.m.

Alumni Registration

7 30 p m

Concer'
Modisomons
Tom'Tty Newsom
Reception for Young
Alumni Challengers

Alumni Banquet
Presentation-Alumni
Distinguished Service Award

A(tc Conce-t
8pm

Ploy

King Lear'

Godwin Hall
ALi Classes
Warren Campus Center
Ballroom
- Warren
Campus Center
Auditorium ■

Wilso"

Holl

Bollroom

Worren

Campus Center .
latimer Shoeffer
Theatre

Duke Fine

Arts Center
SATURDAY, OCT
8 o m.-lO a.m.
8 a.m.-noon

9 o.m -5 p.m.
9:30 o.m

26
Parents' Registration
Alumni Registration
Our Festival 12"
Parents' Meeting
Speoke- — Preside-v

Witsoi

Belle Meade

1973 ClOM Set

10 o.m,

Godwin Hall
Warren Campus Cente
West Side Godwin Ha
AuditO'iur-i

■

10

-J

Fit d Hockey

m

10:30 om.

■ Mad:sor <s

W & M
Homecoming Parade

Hocke, Field
oslo*
Warren Campus Centc
Parade will proceed in
front of Wilson Holl and
north oH -Mason Street

include a 1973 Class Reunion
Brunch at the Belle Meade
Restaurant and a Field Hockey game between Madison and
William and Mary at the
Hockey field below the Warren
Campus Center. Registration
will again be held for parents
from 8 a.m.-10 a.m. In Godwin Hall and for alumni from
8 a.m. to noon in the Warren
Campus Center.
The Homecoming Parade
will begin at 10:30 Saturday
morning featuring floats depleting
the theme
of
"Octoberfest."
Campus
organizations competing In the
parade are eligible for the
first time this year for cash
prizes funded by the Alumni
Association - $100,1st prize;
$50, 2nd prize; $25,3rdprize.
A committee partially composed of faculty from the art
department and administrators from the student affairs
office, will judge the floats.
The route of the parade
begins behind Wilson Hall,
proceeds to the front of Wilson Hall to Mason Street,
down Mason St. to Newman
where the parade will proceed the wrong way on Main
Street. Cutting back up to
Mason Street by Paul Street
the parade will return to the
campus.
The Madison band and
several high school bands, who
are being judged by college
officials, will also participate
In the parade. Ms. Madison
will also appear In the parade.
Although there Is no
official pageant this year for
Ms. Madison, the contest Is
being held under revised conditions. Students In the past

were judged chiefly on poise,
appearance and personality.
However, this year's Ms.
Madison will be the female
student who appears to show
the most dedication and Interest In Madison College.
The
contestants
will be
Judged on responses to questions from the screening
committee, which is composed
primarily of students.
Students will select, through
popular vote on Friday, Ms.
Madison from the ten finalists, which the screening
committee has picked. The
winner wiU be announced at
the "Madlsonian" concert.
The ten finalists of the
Ms. Madison contest Include:
Elaine C. Trahos, Kappa
Delta PI; Nancy A. Parsote,
Kappa PI; Pamela J.Edwards,
Zeta Tau Alpha; Margaret S.
Majer, Kappa Epsilon Gamma;
Diana Nola, Alpha Beta Alpha;
Llli Byers, Alpha Sigma
Alpha; Pam S. Nuckols, Theta
Chi; Chanda L. Klnsey, Frederickson Dorm;
Marsha
Brenner, Sigma Nu; Karen
Shlhda, Phi Mu.
A carnival-type festival,
"Our Festival IZ" will be
held all day Saturday on the
west side of Godwin Hall.
The festival is presented by
campus organizations and is
composer! of booths, demonstrations, and arts and crafts.
Featured will be the Young
Democrats' dunking booth, the
Crlterlan Clubs fortune telling booth and a 1940 movie
of Madison College presented
by the Alumni Association
Antique car buffs will also
have the opportunity to see

the Madison Campus In a
Model A.
A luncheon will be held
from 11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. at
the field beside Godwin Hall.
The Madison College Folk
Ensemble will be performing
dance throughout the luncheon.
The Porpoise Club, a
water ballet group, will also
present a show Saturday afternoon at 1 p.m. The performance, consisting of swimming
and stunts done to music, will
be a short twenty minute show
In the Savacn Natatorlum of
Godwin Hall
The football game between
Madison College and the
Emory and Henry Wasps will
highlight Saturday afternoon
activities. The Madison Dukes
have a record of three wins
and two loses. Half-time will
feature the Madison marching
band, the homecoming floats
and the announcement of Ms.
Madison.
A field hockey game between Madison and Alumnae
will also be held at 2 p.m.
at the hockey field at the
Warren Campus Center.
Following the game, there
will be a cocktail reception
for the alumni at the Sheraton Inn. At 7 p.m. several
classes will have reunions
(see schedule).
The "America' concert at
at 8 p.m. will wrap up the
Homecoming activities Saturday night. Amerira, a nationally famous rock group,
is best known for songs such
as "Tin Man,'' "Horse With
No Name," and "Ventura
Highway.'

When It Comes To Diamonds...

We've got
what you want,

Golden bands of 14K gold highlighted by the beauty of shimmering
Art Crest diamonds An incomparable

BOY, HAVE WE GOT A
VACATION FOR YOU...

$295

S

JEWEL BOX

DIAMOND SPECIALISTS FOB OVEfl SO YEARS

28 South Main Street
Harrisonburg
434-6816

...Where nothing
can possibly
goworn

fiM VIRGINIA \otr
Slunrhm

United Artists

PG

RICHARD HARRIS OMAR SHARIF
«--—SWESTWORLD"
Yll BRYNNER • RICHARD BENJAMIN.

JAMES BROUN
Wrfl^. and Directed 6y MICHAPL CRtCHTON ' Produced by PAUL N LAZARUS III
£K
rti!KHlCUMMiHKBni«& PANAVISION'METROCOLOfl

PG

MGMf^jp

CPB MOVIE COMMITTEE SUNDAY, OCT. 27
WILSON AUDITORIUM 8:00 pm FREL WITH ID

THE GREATEST
SEA ADVENTURE IN HISTORY
HAS JUST BEGUN!
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Chilean Dilemma
Explored in Talks

A White October

(HUFF PHOTO)

"FLAKY" WEATHER offered a change of pace last Saturday morning.

*
A Worthwhile Effort
(Continued from Page 8)
When he tells the fool that "nothing can come
of nothing, " the memory of an earlier such
statement all but stops his mouth. When he
suffers in his sanity, he makes us welcome
madness, and we learn from his portrayal
of the mad Lear how merciful insanity can
be. Perhaps it Is the greatest measure of
his performance that Mr. Hibbert, though he
outshined, did not undo the performances of
those around him. On stage, the student
players seem to draw strength from Mr.
Hibbert. This is nowhere clearer than when

Mr. Hibbert and the faculty and students
who have worked so hard In this production
prove that Shakespearean tragedy Is very
much within our grasp. The Madison College
"King Lear,' despite Its shortcomings, is exciting and thought-provoking theatre,
he is actually touching them. In particular, the
groupings he forms with the fool, Gloucester,
Edgar, and Cordelia, each become a single
unit, more than the sum of Its parts—something powerful enough to survive the universal storm of laughter.

* World Briefs
(Continued from Page 6)

drain Trade Set
The United States has agreed
to sell 2.2 million tons of com

WELCOME
ALUMNI
S PARENTS!

Nobody
\stands
around
\ in
/Viner
casuals.

Everything is going
casual, so wear
casuals that go
with everything.
Super soft
leather. Great
colors and takeit-easy styles.
Easy price too

GENERATION
GAP

and wheat to the Soviet Union In
return for assurances that
they will not attempt to buy any
more U.S. grain through the
end of next summer. William
E. Simon, Treasury Secretary, made the announcement
last Saturday.

Charles Stephenson, B.S.
M.A.
(Former Teacher and
French University student)

Try One of
Our Sub Specials
1010 S. Main St.
433-1667

FRENCH LANGUAGE TUTOR
Call 433-1091'

SPANKY'S DELICATESSEN
Extends a Cordial Welcome

11:30 o.m.1:30 p.m.
1 p.m.

After Game
7 p.m.

Luncheon — Octoberfest
Folk Ensemble will perform
dances during luncheon
Porpoise Club Demonstration

in Downtown Harrisonburg.

Footboll — Madison vs. E & II
Field Hockey
Madison vs. Alumnae
Cocktail Reception
for Alumni
Class Reunions
1969 Class

8 p.m.
8 p.m.

Field beside Godwin

Hall
Savage Natatorium
Godwin Hall
Astroturf Field
Hockey Field
Warren Campus Center
Sheraton Inn — U.S. 33
East
North Ballroom — Warren
Campus Center
South Ballroom — Worren

1964 Class

An Adventure in Gourmet Shopping
and Eating

Events 1

(Continued from Page 4)

to All Parents and Alumni!

1959 Class
1954 Class
Concert — "America"
Play — "King tear"

Compus Center
Sheraton Inn
Sheraton Inn
Godwin Hall
latimer-Shoeffer
Theatre — Duke
Fine Arts Center

OPEN UNTIL 12 ON FRIDAY AND SATURDAY N1TES.

434-764

WMRA Broadcasts Variety

WMRA, the campus radio station, is presently offering a
variety of programming for Its
listeners. The station broadCUSTOM DESIGNS and SPORTS LETTERING
casts a total of eleven hours
QUIK SERVICE SILK-SCREENING
per day over 91.1 FM.
Popular music, news, sports,
Jerseys * T-Shirts * Western Shirts * Jackets
and other information highlight
B Sororities *** Fraternities *** Dormitory Groups *** Clubs 5 the "Earlybird Show" which is
aired from 7 to 10 a.m. "to
|
50 West Water Street 434-7679
get your day going with a
smile."

T-SHIRT SHOP

92 South Main St.

1 Ho mecoming
2 p.m.
2 p.m.

Bt*

60 W. Water Street

By spring of 1973, Allende
had lost the support of the
people. In a last futile attempt
to gain control Chile tried
to divide the armed forces.
This also failed.
Theberge's main point dealt
with the involvement of the
C.LA. The C.LA. was not a
decisive factor in the Chilean coup of September 1973.
and according to Theberge
"it was only one of many
different foreign factors involved in trying to aid certain factions In Chile."
Dr. Benjamin Mire, executive director of the Inter;American Development Bank
spoke on "The Chilean Economy: Structure and Evolution
Since 1970."
He discussed the economic
policies of the Allende government beginning in September of 1970. Allende's goals
were redistribution of wealth,
an Increase in Gross National
Product, and reduction of unemployment and inflation.
Policies of mandatory wage
increases, a freeze on the rate
of exchange and increases In
production lead to initial gains
in some areas, but by 1973
the cost of living had gone
up 163 per cent.
By 1973, prices had gone
up three and one half and
real wages were only one half
of what they had been in 1970.
There was an increase in black
market activity; social unrest
and strikes were prevalent.
The economic disruptions
led to the downfall of Allende
administration
and created
problems for the new administration, Mlra concluded.

$2.00per hr.

MEWBSTCS

WOMBLES

By SANDY AMANN
and JEANNE WEBER
The U.S. press brilliantly
misled public opinion as to
what was happening to Chilean
democracy before the 1973
coup, said Professor James
Theberge In a speech here
last Friday.
In another lecture, Dr. Benjamin Mlra, an economic expert, outlined the economic
causes of the overthrow.
Both speakers were guests
at the Chile Symposium sponsored by the Latin A merican
Studies Committee.
Theberge Is presently director of Latin American Studies at Georgetown University.
Theberge was formerly director of Latin American Projects for Rockefeller's "Committee on Critical Choices for
Americans." A highlight of
the
committee's investigations dealt with Russian KGB
operatives In Chile and the
role of the C.LA.
Although the world was lead
to believe that Allende was
setting up a social democracy
in Chile, his purpose from
the beginning was a complete
conquest of power, Theberge
said. Allende planned to set
up a totalitarian system of
government through gaining
the support of a majority of
Chileans.
Through Allende's economic policies of expansion in
1971 through 1973, the Chilean
economic system turned into
a state of disaster.
"This dilemma will probably take half a decade or more
to repair,'' commented Theberge.

"Light Classics and Easy
Listening Music" is presented
from 4 to 8 p.m. daily,featuring
themes from major motion pic tures and broadway hits as
well as classical pieces.
Later in the evenings, WMRA
gives a break to those who are
tired of the top-40 by presenting progressive programming
from 8 to 12 p.m.
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Announcements
Students will have an opportunity to dunk Dr. Hall and
other administrators in the
drink Saturday when the Criterion Club sponsors a carnival at Godwin Hall. The
carnival Is entitled "Our
Feztlval Iz. '
Over a dozen clubs and organizations will offer games,
activities, merchandise and
food at their booths On the west
patio.
In addition to the dunking
booth, there will be a pie toss,
fortune-telling, old cars, and
clowns with balloons.

(HUFF PHOTO)

hop the World...9
LITTLECHAP AND FRIEND In last week's presentation of "Stop the World, I Want to Get Off."

r

World Briefs

Enrollments Up

Virginia colleges have experienced a 13 percent jump
in enrollment over last yearfour times the national average.
Total public and private
college enrollment combined
Is over 197,000. Even private colleges, which was down
5 percent last year, showed
a 2 percent increase this year.
Madison's growth rate of 9
percent exceeds the statewide rate for senior colleges
of 7 percent. According to
Dr. William Jackemeit, Madison's Director of Institutional
Research, Fall '74 enrollment
Is 6,841 (fulltlme & parttime)
compared with 6,288 for Fall
'73.

Madison now Is the fifth
largest college In Virginia.

Mexico Sells Oil
Oil now is flowing from
Mexico to the United States,
Israel, Uruguay and Brazil.
Mexican President Luis
Escheverrla disclosed Monday that more than one-third
of Mexico's current daily production of 64 million barrels
"comes from only a few
wells" in the vicinity of the
recently discovered oil depos-

I

its in southern Mexico, but he
would not elaborate further on
the size of the new deposits.
The Mexican president
further stated that Mexico will
sell oil to "whoever wants to
buy oil at the world market
price," indicating that the U.S.
would not get a cut rate. The
statements were made at a
news conference following
day-long summit talks between Mexico and the United
States.
(Continued on Page 5)

We Specialize In Birthday
and Special Occasion Cakes
FREE DELIVERY

Aiy likt SU»

Arts & Crafts Festival
Court Square

bffe

Arat
3,5,10 Speeds
Ceailefe
Service DeeirtaMt
T.I. 434-1519
49 West Wolf* Street

Needy children in the
Harrlsonburg area will benefit
from the latest project of the
Mercury Club.
The club, which consists
of Physical Education majors,
has launched a campus-wide
sports equipment drive with
contributions to go to area
children.
Students are asked to aid
the effort by contributing unused sports equipment The
head R.A.'s In each dorm will
be receiving donations Monday and Tuesday.

HUGHES' PHARMACY, ML
1021 South Main Street
DIAL 4348650

Crack our book
and stretch
your bucks.

434-3625

Lirftst taveitor y ol

The 7th District Women's
Political Caucus will hold its
regular meeting Saturday, In
Charlottesville.
The meeting will begin at
2 p.m. In the Wesley Foundation on Lewis Mountain Road.
The meeting is open to the
public and all Interested persons are welcome to attend.

PRESCRIPTIONS — FILM
COSMETICS — STATIONERY
CANDIES — GREETING CARDS

Located In Both
Mick or Mack Stores
E. Wolfe & Main St.

SPOKES &
COMPANY

The sweet-toothes of many
will help finance the education
of one next week when the
Percy Warren Honor Society
sponsors a candy and bubble
gum sale.
The sale will be held
Monday through Thursday
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. In
the Post Office Lobby.
Proceeds will be used
to set up a graduate scholarship to go to a Madison student
in the spring.
An art show and sale will
grace Court Square In downtown Harrlsonburg this weekend.
The activity will be part of
the October Arts Festival
sponsored by the Valley Arts
Council and the Harrlsonburg
Junior Women's Club. Hours
will be 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. Sat*
urday and 12 noon - 5 p.m.
Sunday.

Dr. Richard McPherson,
Madison College Music Department will present an organ
recital at Asbury Methodist
Church Sunday at 8 p.m. The
recital wlU also feature two
other music faculty members.
Mr. Ken Moulton will join
Dr. McPherson for a concerto for trumpet and organ
by Johann Walther, and Mrs.
Sharon Christman, soprano,
will Join Dr. McPherson in
four songs from Hugo Wolf's
"Moericke Lieder.''

Saturday Oct 26
10 till 6
Sunday Oct. 27 Noon til 4
Will Feature Various Artists
and Craftsmen
Throughout the State.

Spend a little time studying a Piedmont schedule.
Then plan a weekend. Out on the ski slopes,
enjoying an out-of-town ball game, partying with
someone special or soaking up the bright city
lights Or home with the folks We've got a place
for you. And a Weekend-Plus Plan to help stretch
your funds. Just leave on Saturday and return
before noon Monday You'll save up to 50% on the
return portion of your round trip ticket, and fly with
confirmed reservations to any of over 75 Piedmont
cities. For information, see your travel agent or call
Piedmont Take us up

4ew
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Simple as 19 2, 3
#1 AN Innocent looking piece of gum

#2 Not so Innocent looking Inside wrapper covered with answers

(MORGAN PHOTOS)
#3 Still more answers

^Cheating: How Many Students?
(Continued from Page t)
advisor to the Honor Council
of Madison for the past twenty years, sees a change In
students' attitudes toward
cheating.
Dlngledine believes that
students are accepting less
responsibility for upholding
the system, and although he
feels that most students are
honorable, he says they do
not want to become Involved
with reporting another student
for cheating.
There have been very few
cases of students reporting
fellow students for cheating
recently, according to Dlngledine.
However, the conditions and
the changing atmosphere of the
college
affect the rate
of cheating, he says. The
school is larger, the classes
crowded, and it is a strain
even for an honest student
to resist looking around during test periods.
Dlngledine places a large
part of the responsibility of
preventing cheating on the
professors' shoulders.
"My philosophy Is that
if a teacher lets the students
know that he expects honesty
and that he respects them,
then this will encourage honest
work."
ID addition, Dlngledine feels
that too many students look
at the honor system as a
police force. On the contrary,
he says, a major purpose of
the honor system is to protect
the student against unfair accusations.
Why do students cheat?
Most psychologists and
school officials agree that
cheating has Its root in the
elementary school system.
One study by LeRoy Barney
In the May, 1970 issue of
Parents Magazine shows that
70 per cent of grade school
children cheat.
These youngsters cheat to
prevent others from thinking
they are stupid or to hide a
misunderstanding of the assignment. Children who are
under unusually high peer or
parental pressure find cheating an escape from trying to
live(up to unrealistic expectation*.

Likewise, high school and
college students cheat to be
accepted. Many express hostility towards the system by
cheating.
And, even good
students cheat because of the
over-emphasis of grades.
In a comprehensive study
of cheating conducted in 1964,
"Student Dishonesty and its
Control in Cheating," William
J. Bowers found that peer approval or disapproval of
cheating has more of an effect
on the individual than personal
value orientations.
More restrictions and a
greater number of credits in
a course also Induces cheating, reflecting this fear of
failure and pressures of receiving good grades.
It has also been proven
that the proportion of cheating
steadily Increases as academic standing decreases.
However, almost one third of
the "A" students-were found
to have cheated in Bowers'
study.
Elements of school quality
also affect the cheating rate.
The stricter the selectivity of
admission, the lower the student-faculty ratio, and the
smaller the campus, the less
chance there will be of widespread cheating.
Do students who cheat in
high school also cheat In
college? Bowers found that
there Is only a low percentage approximately 19 per cent-who
change their cheating habits
from high school to college.
The survey of Madison
College students shows that
although 50 per cent of those
questioned had cheated In high
school, only one third have
cheated while at college.
Cheating Is handled In
various ways across the nation. Schools Initiate honor
systems, prosecute cheaters
in a Judiciary manner or allow
the student-faculty relationship to determine results.
Madison College has had an
honor system since its birth
as a small women's college
in 1908.
Until recently, the responsibility of the Madison honor
council was to discipline any
form of lying, cheating and
stealing. Last year, Its Jurisdiction was limited to

academic dishonesty.
According to Betty English,
the president of the Honor
Council, the council Investigated approximately 30 cases
of cheating last year, and about
twenty of those cases were
heard before the council.
The most common manifestation of academic dishonesty occur In cheating on
tests, English said. In cases
where the council decided that
the student Is guilty, probation
and suspension are the forms
of disciplinary action. Academic probation is usually
given to a guilty student and
it is entered on Mn/^frntfOrl
throughout the remainder of
his/her undergraduate study.
Suspension Is used in cases of
repeated violations.
"The verdict depends on
the council members' fellings; it Is up to the members
to decelde how strong the
verdict will be," English says.
The Honor Council Is part of
the total learning environment
and a suspension deprives the
student from learning from
his/her mistakes.
According to the honor
system procedure, If a student
or professor witnesses cheating, that person Is to give
the cheater 48 hours to turn
himself In to the council. After a student's name has been
submitted to the council, a
committee investigates the
charges. This committee then
decides whether there is substantial evidence to warrant
a trial.
However, an honor system
such as this must have full
support of the students.
Bowers! study shows that the
atmosphere of a school
is particularly Influential in
terms of whether there Is a
large amount of cheating. This
atmosphere can be determined
by the type of discipline action
that Is practiced at that
school. According to Bowers,
schools that employ the honor
system have the least amount
of cheating.
According to a survey
conducted last year by a
former member of the honor
council, only 33 per cent of
the students at Madison wanted
^and honor system. Only 16

! PeT

cent

. ftwW Vpt ttwbonpr.

code was an effective deterrent to cheating, although
a majority of students wanted
a revised honor system.
According to the more
recent survey conducted by
The BREEZE, only 50 per cent
of the students are familiar
with the details of the honor
system at Madison, although
three fourths believe that the
guilty students should be tried
under the Jurisdiction of the
honor system.
It is apparent that the
students themselves must
support an honor system In
order for it to work. However,
the system Itself must represent student views effectively.
According to Dr. William
Hall, vice president of student
affairs, the Irrelevancy of the
honor system to the present
student body at Madison
College initiated an extensive
reevaluatlon of the system.
At the same time that men
came to Madison College, HaU
says, the nation's colleges
were in an uproar and were
overturning tradition. Tha
men at Madison could not
identify with the system which
had been created for a small,
women's college. The men,
Influenced by the restless atmosphere of the nation's
colleges,, rebelled against the
orientation, says Hall. In spite
of this, the system has not
been revised until recently,
and will be voted on by students this week.
In addition, Hall said that
"one of the problems of an
honor system is the lack of
relevant, intensive orientation
with any new students and
transfers.'
The necessity of an effective

orientation is essential. The
University of Virginia, In addition to Its strong traditional
background,
initiates Its
freshmen with a $50,000
feature film on the honor code.
Washington and Lee Unlverseparates its freshman from
the rest of the campus for the
first days of the year for the
express purpose of uninterupted orientation.
The persons who drafted
the revised honor system of
Madison College hope to
streamline the process of
investigation and procedure to
enable the committee to concentrate on orientation. The
system has created a new
position, the honor council coordinator, who Is responsible
for Investigations.
Honor systems prove to
be the most efficient means of
curtailing cheating and promoting honesty. These systems appear to provide an
atmosphere conducive to
honesty, hopefully Influencing
peer disapproval of cheating.
However, effectiveness ultimately
rests with the
individual. A freshman male's
response to The BREEZE
questlonalre represents a
present attitude prevailing at
Madison.
*
"If the honor code is to
work, there need to be fewer
people like me. I would probably not turn in anyone for
cheating because I am a member of the 'silent majority.'
I don't want to get involved
in that sort of business. I
am under the impression that
someone would be considered
a 'rat' by most of the campus
and would look down upon him.
However, I would personally
give credit to the person."

| * Parking Hassle |
(Continued from Page 2)
for parking tickets on campus
so outrageously high? I know
there must be some way of
punishing offenders, but every
time a parking ticket is issued me, the fine amounts to
ten dollars. That isn*t mere
punishment.
It is an outlandish exploitation of the stu-

dents of this college, by the
college Itself. Lastly, where
does all the money from these
violations go, and to what
use Is It put?
Sincerely,
Sally 'Burger .... •••< <><•
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* An Effor
(Continued from Page I)
stake and must stand the course surrounded
by a world as hostile as the spectators at an
Elizabethan bear-baiting:. Above that bare and
dismal terrain banners with dragons rampant
on a field of burnt orange pick up the demonic
Imagery of the play from Lear's warning to
Kent— "come not between the dragon and his
wrath"—to Gonerll's hot and smoking suicide
knife.
This dragon leitmotif is reflected as well in
Pam Schuelke's magnificent and colorful
costumes. These sumptuous costumes are
appropriate to a play which begins with pomp
and ceremony and ends with Lear's plea,
" Pray you undo this button.'' The physical undressing parallels the psychic undressing
and the action of the play strips a layer of clotb ng from Lear every time he suffers a new
degradation.
Dr. Arthur has also applied Lear's words,
"off, off, you lendings," to the play itself
by dispensing as much as possible with the
traditional artifice of sound effects and props.
He does this with mixed success. During
Lear's terrifying scene in the storm at the
beginning of the second act, the vicious laughter of the cast substitutes for the usual sound
effects of a storm, and the result Is brilliant
theatre. The storm of laughter suggests absolutely the hostility of Lear's universe, and
the scene is the production's most unforgettable. By contrast, no substitution for the
sound of a horn is found near the end of the
play when a herald Is thrice told to sound his
trumpet. The foolish silence which follows
each command calls more attention to Itself
than would an 111-blown kazoo.
Though the absence of props enhances
the play's sense of ritual, and though each
Individual bit of pantomime is understandable, the cumulative effect of the miming is
not convincing and works against the complex
narrative of the play. Shakespeare tied his
sprawling plots together with whatever
threads and scraps of string he could find.
Gonerll's illicit letter to Edmund is a good
example of the playwright's tricks in connecting the parts of the play. As it goes from
hand to hand, the letter links Gonerll to Oswald to Edgar to Albany and back to Gonerll.
If all the audience needed to know were the
contents of the letter, then miming It would
be sufficient, but the possession of that letter
becomes a visual key to the thickening of the
plot, and without It the audience must struggle a little harder simply to understand what
is happening.
But unassisted mime does the most harm
in the scene in which Cornwall puts out Gloucester's eyes. Like Sophocles before him,
Shakespeare reserves the putting out of eyes
for the play that looks deepest into the abyss.
H e carefully builds the images of blindness
toward this most frightening moment in the
play, where only the loss of sight can express
the tragic vision of "King Lear". Even the
greatest actor would have trouble making us
feel the cruelty of Cornwall without seeming
to deface Gloucester and then holding before
the audience some representation of mat
"rile Jelly.' Lloyd Combs is not that actor,
and what may be the most shocking and heartrending scene In Shakespeare beomes merely unpleasant.
Dr. Arthur has tapped what turns out to be
a deep vein of acting talent on this campus, and
his thoughtful casting uses that talent to its
best advantage. One cannot imagine, for example, a better Edgar. Most directors seem
to takethelr cue from the bastard, Edmund (the
least trustworthy character In the play), and
cast Edgar as an insipid fop, light in every
sense of the word. This man on whose back
the cares of the kingdom comes to rest is
usually played by some skinny, high-voiced
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Worthwhile
\
:ent whose victory over Edmund In
Inale seems as absurd as the oil Super Bowl. But Dennis Oewey
elleve In Edgar as a major force In
e is graceful without effeminacy,
Jut boorlshness, sturdy without
Beyond that, he can act, and he In r In all his different shapes with
and substance.
f'a stiff, self-conscious, and conind Is ofl -putting at first, but, upon
that portrayal Is a good foil to
nly, natural Edgar. Mr. Dailey,
>ndears himself by the very clarellvery; we are closest to underikespeare's plot when this plotter
his lines.
Dn's performance as the aging and
ester is a wonder. He, perhaps
myone on the stage, proves that the
.' this tragedy are not beyond the
liege students. His fidgeting hands
only the palsy of an old man, but
ulcldal despair that acts as a
: to Lear's madness,
idson once again proves his worth
tford Players. Time Is less kind
than to tragedy, and what made the
at the Globe laugh In 1606 does not
well as what made them cry. Mr.
•lumph, therefore, Is not that he is
/hlch he Is) nor that he Is forceful
Is), but that he Is funny. His fool
about the medicine of laughter, and
is understand not only how the fool
lngs to Lear that Kent is banished
0 why kings needed fools in the first
., like Edgar, Is frequently miscona sugary do-gooder, a Cinderella
weaker and smaller than her evil
ail Purvis' statuesque and proudly
:ordella Is closer to the character
re created to defy the dragon's
to do battle with his monstrous
Goneril and Regan,
ast to Sue Lamm s rather unmodurll, Marilyn McAvoy's Regan is a
ece of acting. There are dreadful
>re her storms. We watch the Fiend
1 her lovely features and see clearly
'speare has anticipated by almost
ed years the horror of demonic
i In The Exorcist. Ms McAvoy
tn that she is Madison's most reactress.
w4 ilnor parts deserve praise. Chris
s a thoroughly distasteful Oswald
ill-groomed appearance suggests
> much as one of Mr. Nixon's plasants. Mike Weeks'"watery" Burso competent that we cannot but
him later when he does double sere doctor.
her student performances are what
' cant is called "uneven. • Though
rter, Richard Travis, and Sue Lamm
' good moments, they suffer from a
•ndency to deliver their lines too
s though they do not trust the words
information and want only to finish
aches and move matters on. This
ects many of the smaller parts and
a damages those minor scenes where
ire has assigned so much narrative
on. Without this connective tissue,
ends to become form without shape,
tout shade.
r Hlbbert's Lear is, of course, the
nterpiece. His Is an ageless Lear
- ot always feed our provincial ears
hfleasts our eyes. He shows us things
r that we have never seen before.

' .>

Breeze Photos

(Continued on Page 5)
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Congressional Election '74

I Virginia Candidates Examined
Each congressional district
In Virginia Is holding elections
for the House of Representatives this November 5. On
these two pages are Included
the names of each candidate In
each district.
The BREEZE staff also attempted to compile data on
each of the candidates to
Inform the students how the
candidates stand on major
Issues. However, material
received from the campaign
headquarters was often ambiguous and held little factual
data. Generalizations often
comprised most of the literature. Therefore, addresses
axe Included for the benefit of
students who want to write for
more specific information
about their respective candl-

First. District
The first district Includes the
western portion of Virginia.
Hampton, Newport News, and
Wllllamsburg are some of the
larger cities In this district.

A deep commitment to the
exploration of outer space and
undersea research mark
Downing s service In the
House of Representatives, according to campaign material.
Downing, who Is currently
chairman of the Subcommittee
on Oceanography, claims that
his ultimate aim In congress Is
to become chairman of the
House Committee on Merchant
Marine and Fisheries because
It Is there Oat he believes he
can be of greatest service to
the nation.
In respect to his congressional legislature, Downing was
primarily responsible for the
enactment of a 6 per cent shipbuilding differential.
This
measure compensated
coast shipyards against more
favorable freight rates which
benefltted their west coast
counterparts. He was also
one of the principle sponsors

THOMAS DOWNING
House
Office
Building,
Washington, D.C. 20515
Downing, Incumbent Democrat of 20 years Is running un-

of a bill to acquire the Dismal
Swamp and preserve It as a
national wildlife refuge.

Second District
This district Includes the
cities of Norfolk and Virginia
Beach,
WILLIAM WHTTEHURST
1340 Va. National Bank Building, Norfolk, Virginia 23510
Whltehurst, first elected in
1968, has served as a member
of the Armed Services Committee. In this year's campaign he has been stressing his
seniority In Congress and his

The Virginian map above is divided Into the
1970 Congressional Districts. The Districts

ODDOsed.

efforts to help fight inflation
according to campaign literature. As a Republican In a
heavily Democratic district,
Whltehurst has a moderate
voting record In Congress;
supporting efforts to cut government spending and providing more jobs In his district
through federal grants and
controls.

ROBERT R. RICHARDS
Democratic candidate - Post
Office Box 404, Norfolk, Va.
23501

Third District
This district Includes the
city of Richmond and Henrlco
and part of Chesterfield County.
Continued on Page 11

have since been revised; the changes are
noted In the article.

m

Association
Welcomes Parents & Alumni
to Madison College's

Octoberfest
Saturday, October 26

Friday, October 25

location

Time

Event

Location

Time

Event

8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Parents' Registration

Godwin Hall

8a.m. -10 j.m.

Parents' Registration

Godwin Hall

8 a.m. -4 p.m.

Classroom Visitation

All Classes

8 a.m.-12 noon

Alumni Registration

Warren Campus Center

12 noon • 5 p.m.

AfUmni Registration

Warren Campus Center

9:30 a.m.

Parents' Meeting

Duke Auditorium

6 p.m.

Alumni Banquet

Warren Campus Center

10 a.m.

Field Hockey-Madison vs. W & M

Hockey Field

7:30 p.m.

Concert-Madisonians, Tommy Newsom Wilson Auditorium

10:30 a.m.

Homecoming Parade

After Concert

Reception-Young Alumni Challengers

11:30 a.m. -1:30p.m Luncheon

Warren Campus Center

Outside Godwin Hall

2 p.m.

Football -Madison vs. E & H

Astroturf Field

2 p.m.

Field Hockey-Madison vs. Alumnae

Hockey Field

After Game

Reception for Alumni

Sheraton Inn

7 p.m.

Reunions

8 p.m.

Concert "America'

Godwin Hall

8 p.m.

"King Leaf"

Duke I ine Ails Cento
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* Congressional Candidates Examined
Continued from Page 10
DAVID E. SATTERFIELD.m
House
Office
Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
Satterfleld, an Incumbent
of ten years, has served on
such committees as Interstate
and Foreign Commerce (subcommittee on Public Health
and Environment, and the
committee
on Veterans'
Affairs.
Satterfleld also
serves as the Democratic
Whip for Zone 5, which Includes Virginia and North
Carolina.
Some of Satterfleld's civic
activities Include, among others, former President and Director of the Richmond Area
Heart Association, member of
the Veterans' Affairs Commission, and former Director of
the Maymont- Virginia Wildlife Exhibit.
Satterfleld, an attorney who
is a member of the Richmond
and Virginia Bar Association,
presently resides in Richmond.
;\"£

ALLEN OGDEN
No information was available
on Ogden, who Is running independently.

Fourth District
The lower southeast corner
of Virginia makes up the fourth
district. Large cities Include
Emporia,. Franklin, Suffolk,
and Portsmouth.
CURTIS HARRIS
Rev. Curtis Harris is
making his second attempt for
an elective office in the Fourth
Congressional District, running once again independently.
Harris, a black, takes a liberal view of most problems
facing the district and nation,
according to his campaign literature. He is against President Ford's surtax proposal
and he supports legislation for
decent housing for the poor,
tax breaks for the working
class and cutting of military
spending.

"7 *»• >i»™ at A&N on al your College Needs

4»0»T GOOCV

Welcome
Alumni and Parents*

Harris believes his chances
are good, according to the
campaign
literature, and
hopes to become the first
Black Congressman from Virginal since the Reconstruction
period from a district which
has a black population of 37
per cent.

Fifth District
The fifth district is located in the lower, central
part of Virginia and Includes
the cities of Martinsville,
Danville, and South Boston.

WARREN SAUNDERS
American Independent Party
candidate.
WILLIAM McGAY
Independent candidate,

Seventh District

ROBERT DANIEL
c/o Bob Weed
Churchland, Va. 23703
Daniel has served as an
active member of the Armed
Services Committee and Is the
Republican incumbent since
1972. In the past two years
Daniel has been a constant
opponent of Inflation, according to his campaign literature.
He supports a strong national
defense and feels that support
should be given to local education without federal interference. He is also stressing the
reduction of crime in neighborhoods.

LESTER SCHLITZ
3616 Dartmouth Street
Portsmouth, Va. 28707
High Prices and inflation
are the main issues in the
campaign of Lester Schlltz
according to Schlltz campaign material.

Harrisonburg is included in
the seventh district. Other
major cities include Chariottesvllle, and Frederlcksburg.
Gilllam, Charlottesvllle city
councilman, stresses what he
feels to be the most Important
step in lessening the rate of
Inflation - a balanced budget.
However, Gilllam says, "A
balanced federal budget, while
very important, will not alone
end Inflation. New economic
and monetary policies are
needed."
Among his initial proposals
for the economy, Gilllam proposes "Elimination of the tax
on interest earned on savings
accounts to stimulate Investments;
an increase in the perDAN DANIEL
Incumbent Democrat, running sonal income tax exemption
from $750 to $850, a meaningunopposed.
ful tax reform; and an end to
House Office Building
giveaways to large corporaWashington, D.C. 20515
tions.".
In a statement released
early this month, Gilllam expressed his opposition to the
The
cities of Staunton, gas tax hike saying, "The
Waynesboro, Lexington, Ro- effect of such a tax upon resanoke and Salem are included idents of this district. . .
where there Is no alternative
in the sixth district.
means of transportation to the
automobile
and where gasoline
PAUL J. PUCKETT
to
fuel
their
machines. . .
Democratic candidate - Post
would
be
monumental."
GUIOffice Box 245, Winchester,
lam
proposes
that
a
better
Virginia
means of increasing revenues
would be to close tax loopholes that no longer have any
useful purpose. "If fuel conservation is the goal to be acchieved by this outrageous tax,"
says Gilllam, "the end, however worthy, Is not Justified
by the means.
Gilllam is a 32 year old
attorney who is presently a
On WK. Gonv of
partner In the law firm of
Uovft arvi U*.rty5fc| Paxson, Smith, Boyd, Gilllam
HarnaonWg
and Gouldman.
Continued on Page 12

Sixth District

Schlltz feels that a major
step in combating inflation
would be to eliminate excess
profits of big oil companies
and to roll back the price of
oil. He believes that interest
rates should be cut, and available loan money be allocated
primarily to the housing industry.

^q^n

Needlepoint

Troy

WERNER'S MARKET, INC.
Cold Beer & Cold Wine
Tubs and Pumps Furnished
Old Milwaukee & Schlitz
x.
i
c
Top v
Value Stamps

^f 5 S. Hiuh St.
^ 4^M9S

\GOOD LUCK MADISON DUKES

GUYS AND DOLLS
SHINGLE SHACK
Part or Fall Time Waitress |
I Wanted.
Contact Mr.
Hummel 433-2332
29 W. Water Street

Wilson Jewelers
Wtlcoats ill stwUits to
Dowitowi H«rrisoab«rg

A&N STORE
52 East Market St.
Open Friday Nites til 9
Phone 434-2375

Group Guitar Lessons All Age?
Teacher From
Berklee College of Music
In Boston
5 Years Experience

Tfkt MhfMtait of tar
profflssioail services
Ytir Re|isifr«d Jtwikr

Mites Music Co.

83 So. Main St.

TH'i East Murlu't Street Harrisotihurfr
Phono 4M.U8<)

434-4693
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* Va.Candidates Surveyed
Continued from Page 11
J. KtfNNETH ROBINSON
Republican incumbent of
two terms, Robinson is chiefly
concerned with control of federal spending and introduced
a budgetary reform bill in
January of 1973. The chief features
of this measure,
according to Robinson campaign literature, were incorporated In a measure apporved
by Congress this year.

Eighth District
The eighth district includes
cities
of Alexandria and
Springfield.

MC/Community Orchestra

UFF PHOTO)

IN PERFORMANCE IN Wilson Auditorium October 15

^r Security With Guns
Continued from Page 3
The police force In LonJor western university, a
don does not carry guns.
security officer shot and London Is a huge crimekilled a student who was jay- ridden metropolis. Are the
walking. The officer In qu- students at Madison so subestion had broken under men- versive and decadent that we
tal strain, but if the gun had need an armed force to connot been available, the student trol us?
would still be alive. Are our
own security people so invulnerable that they might not Sincerely,
ever crack?
William G. Posey

mmmmmmmm

F. Barth Garber
Welcomes
Alumni and Parents
124 South Main Street
HAPPY HOMECOMING
TO ALL MADISON COLLEGE
STUDENTS d ALUMNI

Srom

THE BODY SHOP
Jeans — Tops — Belts
Waterbeds
"The Purple Buildings"
66 E. Market St.

138 E. Beverly St

Harrisonburg

Staunton, VA

STAN PARRIS
Republican Incumbent - P.O.
Box 173, Springfield, Va.
According to Parrls' campaign literature, Mr. Parris
has voted for budget controls
and believes in broader economic competition in order to
combat inflation.
currently, Parris has authorized temporary legislation
restrictions on "windfallprofits" made by oil companies.
In addition, Parris favors a
national program of health insurance.
HERBERT HARRIS
9106 Old Mt. Vernon Road
Alexandria, Va.
Harris Is currently a member of the Fairfax Board of
Supervisors.

On education, Harris states
that, "Teachers and school
boards must be able to negotiate Issues of mutual concern." He advocates more
federal funding for education
which he feels will Insure a
higher quality program.
In regard to Inflation Harris
believes that an increase in
taxes on excess profits, an
easing up on the tight money
supply by the Federal Reserve
Board, and price controls are
the only effective Immediate
solutions. Long term solutions Include increased productivity and tax reforms.
Speaking out on the tax reform issue, Harris believes
that many of the loopholes used
by big business and millionaires should be closed, and that
1
a mandatory minimum be established for "millionaires
who are using tax shelters, to
avoid paying Federal taxes."
A resident of Northern Virginia since 1956, Harris is also
currently Vice Chairman of
Metro, the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority.

Ninth District
The ninth district is located in
the lower Southwest corner of
Virginia and Includes the
cities of Norton, Bristol, and
Radford.

CHARLIE HORNE
Democrat
P.O. Box 461
Ablngton, Va. 24210
Home calls himself the
"people's Democrat" and the
"people's candidate." Campaigning from door to door
this summer, Home has constantly attacked his opponent
Republican Incumbent William
Wampler for "saying one thing
to the people in the 9th district
and voting the other way in
Washington."
Home believes he can take
action against Inflation, work
for decent housing and health
care and seek a fair tax system, if elected to Congress.
WrLLIAM WAMPLER
P.O. Box 687
Gate City, Va. 24251
Wampler, congressman
since 1966, is the ranking Republican member of the House
Committee on Agriculture and
is working to promote Industry
in the ninth district, according
to campaign material.
Wampler has introduced
Social Security, Veterans' and
Miners' Black Lung Legislation and has presented legislation to fight pornography, to
restore voluntary prayer to
the public schools, to aid prisoners of war and to provide
near-home assignments to
returning combat veterans.
Continued on Page 14

Valley Sports
Center
25 E. WATER ST.
HARRISONBURG, VA.

Burger Chef
308 N. Mason St
A Merf for Everyone

THE BEAUTY PALACE
Body Perm and Cut

$10.00
Reg. $25.00

Frostings and Cut

$18.50
Reg. $25.00

Thursday and Friday Nights
Men's Special
Cut and Blow Dry
$3.00
Ask for Dale, Cher, or Roger
Phone 434-1211

47 East

Market Street
Inside Kon Ley Fashions
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MILES MUSIC COMPANY
LAFAYETTE ASSOCIATE STORE
Fall Clearance Sale
'^'■M^im^iin,^, »^»«U^j»««|l^l lil^i

KOSS

DOLLAR SPEAKER SALE

Reg.
95
$44.
HV-I High Velocity Stereophone
New High Velocity dynamic driver*.
Lightweight for fatigue-free listening
comfort.
Hear-thru design leu you enjoy music
without feeling of isolation.
Soft acoustical sponge earcushions.
Wide frequency response range:
20-20.0000 Hz.

3 Way Speaker
System

100A
Ultralineor

Buy 1 Speaker
at Reg. Price

Specifications
Size: 24yB"L x 14'/2"H x
12"D less grill
Drivers: 12" Woofer,
4V2" Midrange, 3" Tweeter
Crossover Frequency: 1500 Hz and 4000 Hz
Nominal Impedance: 8 Ohms
Frequency Response: 32 to 17,500 Hz
Power Requirement: Minimum 5 watts RMS,
Maximum 40 watts RMS
Shipping Weight: 32 lbs.
Cabinet: Flawless Walnut Grained Exterior. Full
Mitered construction throughout. DOUBLE KNIT
Sculptured Grill available in choice of colors.

Now
tt Q/4 95
*fr *-* *•

SAVE
$10.00
95

-to

^JWW^IWNHHIW

$109.95
Get Second
Speaker for

$i.00

»W»m w^m^iunlmii^wm^i

NOW ONLY $239.

SAVE

$40
msmsmmpjimttt^

4

AAA 2 YEAR GUARANTEE

'•'•:••.
""•''••*
•••v.•v.

«&,

LAFAYETTE 70-Watt RMS AM/ FM Stereo Receiver
H

*^:-:v:vro^^

FX-10 SCIENTIFIC. The only 10 function scientific
calculator plus Wf -, +, ■*., x, selling so far below $100.

WABH SOU!) GOLD
Fri. & Sal. Oet. 25. 20 "LIVE"
MAMMAMMAAMWMMM

Came in &• Register for

FREE
Firestone Hi-Speed Bicycle
*AM^«

ROLLING HILLS SHOP. CTR
785 East Market St.
mmmm^^Jiarnsonbur^hVai^
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* Survey
Continued from Page 12
As a member of the Republican Task Force on Energy and Resources, Wampler
has also Introduced measures
designed to help avert the energy crisis and to control pollution.
Wampler has also sponsored
a revenue-sharing bill, voted
against the Gun-control law,
and voted for the Pension Reform BUI.

Tenth District
The tenth district Includes the
counties of Fairfax and
Arlington.

»•*•

JOEL T. BROYHTLL
4600 N. Fairfax Drive
Arlington, Va. 2203
According to the campaign
literature, Broyhill is an advocate of better transportation
and elimination of Inflation and
wasteful taxation. He ■ advocates the expansion of
busing systems and opposed
parking taxes and the now defend commuter tax which he
was Instrumental In defeating.
Broyhill has recently proposed two pieces of legislation to reduce U.S. oil dependency from foreign countries;
Increasing the use of coal re»
sources and Increasing research funding.
Broyhill has been the Republican Incumbent for the
past twenty -two years.
JOSEPH L. FISHER
Democratic candidate 2757 Summerfleld Road
Falls Church, Virginia 22042
FRANCESSPEH
Independent candidate
Welcome Madison Students
to our beautiful valley
HARRISONBURG CHURCH
OF THE NAZARENE
Onto and Roosevelt St.
For transportation call
434-6248
SAW
Worship 11
Sunday right 7r00

Continued from Page 16) SOCCER
judging by the crowds '
But now let's drop back to
reaction
to several calls durthe E.M.C. game. The Dukes
ing
the
match
the Dukes frusdominated the majority of the
trations were perhaps not all
game outshootlng the Royals
of their own doing. At one
38-10. Ray Larochedrew first
A VIGILANT REFEREE keeps an eye on the tough
point a G.W. fullback literablood for Madison scoring on
volleyball action during Madison's invitational tournlly punched out on Bobby Mcan assist from Bill McArcfle.
ament.
(HUFF PHOTO)
Ardly, but the officials chose
The goal was Laroche's fifth
to issue a warning instead of
of the year continuing his
removing the player from the
strong scoring comeback afgame. This call was greeted
ter a dry spell earlier in
with a chorus of boos as was
the season.
ware In 2-1 matches.
a negated goal in the warnMadison carried the 1-0
Madison and Eastern MenMaryland and Delaware
ing minutes of the match.
nonite both fell to all four
Into halftlme after several
also had wins over Duke and
of their opponents Saturday at
near misses In the goal area
But as Coach Vanderwarthe University of North Carothe
Madison College InAt the 8:47 mark In
the
ker indicated the Dukes did
lina
at Greensboro and
vitational Volleyball Tournasecond half Hal Partnebeimer
not capitalize on their scorcompiled 4-0 tournament
ment.
broke through the Royals deing opportunities. Madison
records. Salisbury, Towson,
Madison was defeated by Duke and UNC-G all had 2-2
fense and fired home an unoutshot G. W. 27 to 14 and
assisted goal. Nino AltamonSalisbury State 2-0 In the record In the tournament.
In fact dominated most of
te completed the scoring with
opening match, then the
the statistics except the score
a successful penalty shot afDuchesses
lost to Towson
Ray Laroche took the honors
ter E.M.C. was caught on a
State,
Maryland
and Delaware SHENANDOAH OUTFITTERS
on the Dukes lone score; comhand-ball Infraction.
by 2-1 scores. Salisbury and
ing on an assist from Bob
Fine Gear for
In reference to the WednesTownson both defeated E.M.C.
McArdle.
Back-packers/Hikers
day night match Coach Bob
2-0, and the Royalettes fell
Madison will travel to
62 W. Brue
Vanderwarker had these comto both Maryland and DelaV.P.I, on Sunday for
a
Behind
Martins Garage
ments. ««We_played well a2:00 match against a tough
gainst E.M.C. but I am still
Virginia Tech team.
The
not satisfied with our amount
Dukes will be attempting to
of scoring. We are not out
Improve their 8-2-2 season
to bury any teams but the fact
record in what should prove
Party Kegs
Is that we are not making
to be an exciting V.I.S.A.
the most of our scoring opPabst Blue Ribbon& Andecker
match.
(Tubs and Pumps Furnished)
portunities."
Coach Vanderwarker had
MEN! — WOMEN! An Adventure In Gourmet Shopping
more to be displeased with In
JOBS ON SHIPS! No ExperieIn Downtown Harrtsonburg .
the Dukes loss to George
nce required. Excellent pay.
open until 12 on Friday & Saturday
Washington University. "I
Worldwide Travel. Send $3
was very upset with the G.W.
for Info, SF.AFAX, Dept. u-5
SPANK YS DELICATESSEN
match mostly because we
P.O. Box 2049, Port Angeles,
60 W. Wot«r St. - - 434-7647
did not follow our game plans.
Washington 98362.
We were hoping to get our
short outside passing game
going but as It ended up all
Graphics
Sculpture
we could do was kick the long
ball down the middle."
Pottery
Paintings

A Spike But No Punch

V-Bailers Get Spiked

SPANKY'S DELICATESSEN

the Latest in
Hair Shaping
& Styling
At

Coiffures
Lorren
Mezzanine Floor
Hostetter Bldg.
103 S. Main Street
434-7375

Jewelry

THE GEROME GALLERY
61 E. Elizabeth St.
Harrisonburg. Va.
434-7200

Visit Our Exhibit at
the Arts Festival
on Court Square. Sat. Oct. 26.
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Gridders Three And Two

Off Tackle or into a Tackle?
SEVERAL MADISON DEFENDERS stop a
slty Dukes rolled up a 27-16 victory.

Shepherd running back cold as the Junior Var

O. C. Downs Logan
By BILL SULLIVAN
O.C. defeated Logan II,
13-6, In the Intramural football championship game last
week. O.C, AFL champs,

Have We
Got the 'Tot'
for You
id the Plant*
to GoWith it

razebd

115

Sooth Liberty;

WELCOME!

Logan II scored first In the
second half on a quarterback
sneak by Jeff Hazellette. A
long running gain proceeded
the score. The conversion atterapt was blocked and the
score stood at 7-6, O.C. in
the lead.
O.C. sewed up the victory
on a long passing score from
Buckman to Johnson their end
around conversion attempt
was halted, and the final score
stood: O.C. IS, Logan n, 6.

downed Theta Chi, WFL
champs, 7-6, before advancing to the Logan n match.
In the championship game,
O.C. scored first on a pass
from Kevin Buckman to Steve
Hracek. The extra point pass
was completed to Dickl Johnson, giving O.C. a 7-0 lead.
This score was set up by an
interception which was returned to the Logan II 20 yard
line.

(Continued from Page 16)
Good defensive play on both
sides prevented any farther
•coring before the half ended.
Madison received the kickoff and put on their best offense
drive of the night. Good
running by Bernard Slayton
combined with long pass by
Jones brought the Dukes to
a first down on the Frostburg ii. However, the Bobcats
dug In and Bob Ward kicked
a field goal of 24 yards to
put Madison on top 10-7.
Three minutes later
Frostburg recovered a Madison fumble on the Dukes 29
yard line. After one play
Prostburg'a John Patterson
ran 19 yards for the touchdown.
With 7:40 left In the third
quarter Frostburg gained
I the lead 14-10.
Shortly after the opening
of the fourth quarter, the
Bobcats Intercepted a Jones
aerial and returned It to the
one. Frostburg scored on the
next play to make It 21-10.
Following another Madison
punt, Frostburg drove on the
tiring Madison defense. A
short plunge with 9:12 remaining gave the Bobcats an Insurmountable 27-10 lead.
The Dukes still could not
move and punted again. Solid
defensive play
by Jim
Hardesty and O.C. Halley
forced a field goal attempt
by Frostburg.
Hardesty
blocked the kick and Bill
Freels ran It to the 28. On

The Madison Fencing Club
has Invited anyone interested
In the sport of fencing to attend meetings held Mondays
and Wednesdays.
The meetings, which are

GLEN'S GIFT
CENTER

GLEN'S FAIR PRICE
STORE

95 S. Main St.
Gifts of Distinction

18") N. Main St.
Complete Camera Dept.
Virginia
is for
I, Lovcra

Home Owned Stores With.
FRIENDLY PEOPLE TO SERVE
YOU AND SOLVE YOUR NEEDS

The Wasps are about the
same size as the Dukes and
feature a Veer offense from
a pro-set. Offensively they
feature fullback Jeff Stanley
who Is a 5*11", 190 pond Senior and sophomore quarterback
Bob St. Clalr.
Madison Is making defensive adjustments to counteract the Veer. Defensive
Coach Ellis Wlsler described
It as akin to the Wishbone
with a flanker Instead of an
extra back. This allows for
more passing than the earth
bound Wishbone.
Head Coach Challace Mc
mlllln believes that Les
Branlch's sprained ankle will
allow him to play Saturday
but his progress is being
watched. The rest of the team
should be at full strength for
the contest which promises
to be an exciting ball game.

Fencing Club Open
To All Interested

UNUSUAL MERCHANDISE
It's Harrisonburg's Most Unusual Stores

the next play Jones threw a
touchdown pass to Len Fields
and the score stood 27-17 with
4:01 left to play.
This Saturday the Dukes
take on the Wasps of Emory
and Henry for the Homecoming
game at 2:00 p.m. The Wasps
bring a record of 1-5 into
the game but they are not
to be taken lightly. Emory
has had a "bone-crushing"
schedule and last year's
V.C.A.A. Champs are a tough
team.

MID-WAY_
ARCO
GROCERY

Virginia-1
to for

Uo»»r»

All Kinds of

Madison Grads

Snacks of All Types and
Cold Beer
One Half Block
South of Campus
On Main Street

& Parents
from

Fri.-Sun.

7:30-^0:30

held In Godwin 106, from 8.-00
to 9:30 p.m, are open to all
men and women on all levels
of skill from beginning to ad-'
vanced.
Beginners can obtain assistance from more advanced
fencers present, while free
fencing, group lessons, and
sabre and epee fencing will
be available for non-beginners.
There will also be some
competition with fencing clubs
from other schools.
Persons wanting more information
should contact
Donna Gladden at 5086 or Miss
Dalson in the Physical Education department.

Mon.-Thur. 7:30-10

Classic Shoes.INC.
'IVtIYS

Where Quality

f* K

Still Counts

<m S//V

Harrisonburg

Tit/i Qualil\ Shors for
i.irr\ Ovvosittu

OPEN

Jt> I'h tisaul Hill /.'..•.-/-/ Jusl HI,

2 N. Court Sq.

Ixonir I I South

THURSDAY and
FRIDAY NITES

llam.sonhum. ' "•

Inl.r Slioivullrr lius If Holh
« < «*X\*»^A**A<\fc -***.'

»**■*

%tw.

>

:
iis"
£r, :^-*
^*>
.«■■••

..♦■

-S88

Ihrulrrs

*.«—■■ ■.»%»■■«■■»!■■ ■■■■■!

WP^S***
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Record 8-2-2

Title Race On As Booters
Roll Over EMC Royals 3-0

Fancy Footwork
TEAM CAPTAIN BOB VITI Is locked in a defensive
battle with a George Washington Forward, proving it
takes two to tangle. (HUFF PHOTO)

Hess Places Third:

Duchesses Take
State Title Again

«»T'

Madison's women• s golf team
won the state title for the
second straight year at the
Virginia Federation of Intercollegiate Sports for Women
( V.F.LS.W. ) Tournament
held at the Ivy Hill Country
Club this weekend.
Madison finished with a 771
total over 36 holes. RandolphMacon Woman's College was
second with 792. William and
Mary placed third and Longwood was fourth In the tournament.
Diane Bohl of Roanoke College won the individual title in
a playoff with Becky Dawkins.
Three Madison players took
third, fourth and fifth places In
the tournament. Sue Hess led
the Duchesse.* with a 186 total

over the 36 holes for third
place.
Teena Rash finished
fourth and Sherry Bowman
took fifth place for Madison.
Also, Madison's Jenifer Horn
won the second flight championship In the tournament.
Madison finished the regular season with a 4-1 record.

By BUCK GASTRELL
Coming off of a 2 - 1 loss
to George Washington University, the Madison soccer
Dukes defeated cross town rival Eastern Mennonlte College 3-0 on Wednesday night.

ginia championship the past
two years and has not lost a
V.I.S.A. game since the 1971
play-offs. The Dukes, however, have a hard road a-

The win was Madison's
third this season In Virginla Intercollegiate
Soccer
Association competition againsi no losses. The Dukes
must now face V.P.I., Lynchburg and V.M.I, to complete
their schedule in the V.I.S.A.
Western division. The winner of this division will then
meet the eastern champs to
battle for the State title.
Madison has won the Vir-

^Bteeze

head of them If they are to
retain the state championship,
as both V.P.I, and Lynchburg
are also undefeated in V.I.S.A.
competition.
(Continued to Page 14) \

Sports

Frostburg Defense Cools
Gridders; Records Now 3-2
By KEVIN WAINDEL
The Madison football team
went down In defeat last Saturday night 27-17 at the hands
of
the Frostburg State
Bobcats.
The explosive
Madison offense, which ran up
498 yards against Bridgewater, could manage only 207
against Frostburg.
The Dukes lost starting
quarterback Les Branich In
the second quarter and replacement Stan Jones hit on
only five of fifteen passes.
Madison faced a very tough
defensive team which consistently denied the Dukes third
down conversions. As a re-

sult Madison was forced to
punt eleven times.
It was a very hard hitting
contest which saw ten fumbles,
both teams nad five with
Frostburg losing two and Madison one. The game was close
until the fourth quarter when
the Bobcats got two quick
touchdowns to put It out of
reach for the Dukes.
The first quarter was
dominated by the defenses and
Frostburg got untracked first.
Marching from their own 20
yard line, The Bobcats scored
on a five yard pass on third
down. So with 1:02 left In
the quarter, Frostburg led
7-0.

The Dukes were then sty mied
by a strong Frostburg defense
and kicked. Good defensive,
play by Dale Eaton and Jim
McHugh froze the Bobcats.
Just a few plays later the
Dukes Fred Hadra pounced on
a Bobcat fumble and Madison
took over on the Frostburg

Two plays later quarterback Branich rolled out
eluded two tacklers and fired
a touchdown pass to Chip
Deringer. The point was good
and with 6:54 left in the half
the score was knotted at 7-7.
(Continued to Page 15)

The new hours of recreation which want Into effect
last week in Sinclair Gymnasium are 2:00 p.m. to
5:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. to
W:00 p.m.

The Park is Back?

QUARTERBACK STAN JONES prepares to pltl.h to Len pi(,,ds {42) in
Henry Pike leads the .:iurge while Guard Cralg Hoepfl pulls out to block.
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